
 
 

Curriculum Briefing: Open Days, October 2015 

 

Major changes to A level continue to take effect 

Prior to September 2015, all A level subjects comprised of an AS qualification in year one and an A2 

qualification in year two with the AS grade contributing 50% to the overall A level grade. However, as 

from September 2015 this changed significantly!  

 

The main changes are: 

 From 2015, some AS qualifications and A levels were ‘decoupled’. This means (in the subjects listed 

below) that the AS does not contribute to the overall A level grade and is, in effect, a standalone 

qualification with reduced UCAS points for university; 

 The new A levels are two year ‘linear’ courses, with exams only at the end of the second year.  

 

The new linear A levels are being phased in over three years; 

1st phase new structure A level subjects were: 

Art & Design  

Business, Economics 

Biology, Chemistry, Physics 

Computer Science 

English Language, English Literature, English Language & Literature 

History 

Psychology, Sociology 

     

    From September 2016 more A level subjects become linear:  

Drama and Theatre 

French, German, Spanish 

Geography  

Music 

Physical Education  

 

In 2017 all the remaining approved A level subjects will become linear: 

Environmental Science 

Government & Politics, Law 

Media Studies, Film Studies 

Mathematics and Further Mathematics 

Music Technology 

Philosophy 

 

The academic year 2016-17 is, like the last, a transitional year for these reforms. It is very likely that 

some students who join the College in September will be taking study programmes which combine the 

new linear A levels alongside the current, legacy AS and A2 qualifications. To provide stability, continuity 

with the old system and robust feedback on performance, in summer 2017 we are likely to continue to 

enter all students following the new linear A levels for an AS exam. 

 

If students achieve excellent GCSE results, at Farnborough they will be enrolled on programmes of study 

combining level 3 subjects i.e. the equivalent of A level.  In our experience, a programme of 3 A levels 

plus the Extended Project Qualification (EPQ) is a superb preparation for all progression routes 

including Higher Education.   

 

The majority of those who have achieved grades A*-C in 5 or more GCSEs, will enrol on to a level 3 

programme of study comprising 3 A levels or a mix of A levels and BTECs/Cambridge Technicals (see 

overleaf).  All students who have failed to achieve a grade C or above in GCSE Maths and/or English will 

be required to retake these subjects as part of their programme of study. 
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Students will be considering a number of options for study at the College, among them a suite 

of vocational qualifications – the BTEC and the relatively new Cambridge Technical certificates 

and diplomas.  If you are unfamiliar with these courses, the following notes may be helpful.  Full 

details will be available from the relevant departments.  

 

  What are BTECs? 

BTEC courses are designed as vocational (specialist work-related) qualifications and cover a range of 

sectors. They are graded using a Pass (P), Merit (M), Distinction (D) and Distinction* (D*) scale, the number 

of these grades you receive will depend on the size of your course.  

The Extended Certificate, generally studied over two years, is designed to occupy one third of a student’s 

curriculum within a broader programme of study. It is equivalent to the size of a single A level and as such 

you receive one grade on the scale identified above (P to D*). At the College we offer this qualification in: 

Music (Performance) and Performing Arts.  

The Extended Certificate/Diploma route is designed to occupy two thirds of a curriculum programme 

across a two year period. This enables the learner to develop a significantly greater core of the knowledge 

in that specific field. It is still designed to be studied with another supporting qualification, generally 

complementary to the main subject area. This course is equivalent to the size of two A level programmes, 

subsequently giving you two grades on the scale (PP to D*D*).  This qualification is offered in: Applied 

Science.  

 

…and what are Cambridge Technicals? 

Cambridge Technicals are equivalent to BTECs and offer the same vocational alternative to A Level study 

with a focus on preparation for work or continuation into Higher Education. The overall qualifications are 

graded in the same way as BTECs.  

The Cambridge Technical Certificate/Extended Certificate, generally studied over two years, is designed 

to occupy one third of a student’s curriculum within a broader programme of study. It is equivalent to the 

size of a single A level and as such you receive one grade on the scale identified above (P to D*). At the 

College we offer this qualification in: Business, Sport and Health and Social Care.  

The Cambridge Technical Extended Certificate/Diploma is designed to occupy two thirds of a curriculum 

programme across a two year period. This enhances the student’s experiences and knowledge in that 

specific field.  It is still designed to be studied with another supporting qualification, generally 

complementary to the main subject area. This course is equivalent to the size of two A level programmes 

and consequently you receive two grades on the scale (PP to D*D*). At the College we offer this 

qualification in Sport (along with the single option).  

 

STOP PRESS 

Since printing the Prospectus… 
The course list on page 10, of the first edition, of the current Prospectus omits A level Business Studies.  

We apologise for this error and can confirm that A level Business Studies WILL be offered from 

September 2016. 

 

The national position on qualification reform is constantly changing (some syllabuses for example are 

still awaiting approval from Ofqual). We will of course endeavour to keep all prospective students and 

their parents fully briefed on developments as they emerge. 

 

Please continue to look at the College website (www.farnborough.ac.uk) where we will maintain a 

regular update on the progress of national reforms to the curriculum. 
 

Simon Jarvis, Principal    I October 2015 
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